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state technical university of railway transport ukraine

one of the most controversial issues in the field of ESOL in the conditions of this

era of the communicative approach is the question of whether this approach is compat-

ible with formal instruction in grammar as a specific aspect of language and with focus-

ing learners attention on language forms on one hand there is the purely commu-

nicativenicative approach that as fotos 1994323 remarked isis based on giving the learner a

rich variety and the greatest possible amount of comprehensible input while totally

omitting the teacher fronted grammar instruction on the other hand the cognitive the-

ory of SLA is based on the belief that second language acquisition presupposes con-

structingstructing a knowledge system where first attention is paid to language aspects and then

appropriate skills become automatic interpretation given by lightbown & spada
1994 it requires methods where formal grammar instruction occupies some place inin

language teaching it should be pointed out that the latter view is gradually gaining

more and more partisans not only among conscious followers of cognitive approaches

but even among those who hold different views for instance ellis 1990 points out

that formal instruction can enhance or accelerate second language acquisition processes

if such an approach is gaining prominence inin teaching a second language when stu-

dents acquire it inin one of the countries where it isis spoken by the majority of the popu-

lation this approach is all the more needed in foreign language teachinglearningteachingleamingteaching learningleaming the
issue is that inin a non english speaking setting learners are mostly deprived of opportu-

nities of receiving comprehensible input in the target language outside the EFL class-

room at the same time classroom hours for language learning are as a rule limited

As a result the situation of comprehensible input deficiency inevitably emerges the

situation where the communicative approach in its pure form does not work the solu-

tion can be found only inin the preservation of the dominantly communicative approach

as the only one suitable for communicative competence development but combining it

with the advantages of consciously mastering language structures to compensate for

deficiencies in the volume of comprehensible input the question arises therefore how

to organize grammar instruction to make it efficient for developing learners language

accuracy in the target language without damaging fluency ie communicative compe-

tence development or even contributing to it it is hardly possible to organize such
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grammar instruction effectively inin EFL without taking into account the students moth-

er tongue and its differences from the grammargrammar of the language being learned

mother tongue target language interaction in EFL
and critical language awareness

Lll11I1 influence is one of the most persistent factors in ESLEFLESUEFL teaching since even

if we have totally driven learners Lll11I1 out of ESLEFLESUEFL classrooms we cannot hope to

drive it out of their minds as whether we like it or not the new language is learnt on

the basis of a previous language stern 19922821992 282 ll11LI is such an integral and insepinsap

arable part of their personalities and thinking that everything in the new language is

perceived from the point of viewview of and compared to the LllslisallsIs structure and rules the
implications of this situation for foreign languagezaz7 learning found their development inin

the works of russian linguists and psychologists explaining why adult and adolescent

learners of a new language will always more or less consciously compare the new lan

guage structure to the structure of their mother tongue trying to enforce and impose
the mother tongue structure on the language to be learned for instance a prominent

russian linguist kolshanskypolshanskyKolshansky 1985111985 11 wrote the translation from russian is my

own

since thinkingZ if we do not take into account a theoretically possible but

practically less probably case is developed on the basis of one iei e mother

tongue it isis natural that acquiring any other language will take place only in

the conditions otof interaction of LIll11 and 12 this interaction being of such a

nature that one language is the leading principal one while the other isis sub

ordinated so subordinated bilingualism can be observed

the russian psychologist galperin and his followers see galperinGalgaipenn 1967

kabanovakazanovaKabanova & galperinGalgaipenn 1972 developed the theory of language consciousness accord

ing to which every human language adequately reflects reality but aspects of this real

ity are so numerous that the grammar11
grammar system of any particular language reflects onionlyy

some of them ignoring others or reflecting them not inin all their entirety grammar sys

tems of different languages may reflect different aspects or one such system may reflect

some of those aspects more or less fully than the grammar systems of some other lan-

guages

the last names of russian authors used inin the text are given inin latin alphabet in references
the names of those authors the titles of their works and all the information concerning a particupartica
lar publication publishing house or journal etc are also given inin latin alphabet and in translatranslay

tion into english with indication that the original isis in russian
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for instance the russian verb tense aspect system isis different from the system of

the english verb the grammar form of a russian verb cannot express what isis the pro-

gressivegres sive aspect of an english verb so this aspect of reality isis not reflected inin the gram-

mar system of the russian language though it certainly may be expressed by other

mainly lexical means in this way the progressive aspect of the english verb becomes

a major source of difficulties and errors for russian speaking learners of english

following the theory of galperinGalgaipenn surmounting such obstacles isis possible by devel-

oping a target language consciousnessconsciousness iei e a perception of the target language struc-

ture from a nonspeakernon speaker point of viewview it is achieved by consciousconscious systemic compari-
son of LLII1 and 12 structures distinguishing similarities and differences iei e by students

consciousnesconsciousconsciousnessconsciousnessnes ssralrairalraisingsing as to how they are reflected inin their language system and inin their

speech galpennsgalperinsgalperinaGalgaiperinspenns target language consciousnessconsciousness may otherwise be called critical

language awareness as it is a result of critical cross linguistic comparison

in the west a similar set of issuesissues has always been considered inin literature iei e LI
transfer and interference inin learning 12 in the last two decades the revival of interest

in this field of research can be observed so that a number of works on relevant issues
has been published see for instance Adjeradjemiannian 1983 bialystok & hakuta 1994 elliselhselas
1994 faerchfaesch & kasper 1987 kellerman 1984 odlinodim 1989 this isis due to the fact

that no matter what paradigm of 12 learning or acquisition isis momentarily in vogue the

influence of LI on this learningacquisitionlearning acquisition cannot long be ignored as it isis clearly

observed every day inin teaching practice

this kind of research spoken above has engendered the spreading belief that learn-

ers mother tongues should not be excluded but on the contrary should be made ade-

quate use of for improving and accelerating target language acquisition it concerns the

use of students LI for developing learners interlingual awareness critical language

awareness with the aimalmaimalm of fostering the use of transfer strategies see a practical exam-

ple inin the article by deignan gabrys & solska 1997

the need of using LLII1 and 12 classroom isis especially evident in an EFL setting sincesince
inin this case students always lack the sufficient volume of comprehensible input and

both the teacher and the students often share the same LIll11 the first of these peculiari-

ties should be compensated for and the second adequately used but to make the use of

mother tongue in EFL teaching really appropriate two questions should be answered

since recourse to LI for ensuring critical language awareness isis primarily needed for

raising learners accuracy in target language communication it isis necessary to find out

1 whether critical language awareness really increases such accuracy inin EFL and

what critical language awareneawarenessadarene ss ralrairaisingsing techniques are effective for this pur-

pose
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12 whether critical language awareness ralrairaisingsing work inin the classroom interferes

and has any adverse effect on target language fluency

the two studies described below were carried out inin the process of teaching english
to tertiary technical students inin one of ukrainesukrainecUkraines universities and were aimed at sup-

plying answers to these two questions

study I11 methods results discussion
critical language awareness and error correction

as a means of increasing accuracy in speaking

the first study was devoted to developing an effective critical language awareness

technique for increasing ukrainian russian students accuracy inin using the verb to

be as a linking verb the matter is that it isis always a source of major difficulties and

errors for ukrainian russian speaking learners

the aim of the preliminary stage of the study was to find the most typical errors stu-

dents made when using to be as the linking verb while speaking english this was

achieved through the observation and tallying of students speaking errors during the

english classes for first year students otof dnepropetrovsk state technical university of

railway transport english classes for the I1istst year students at that university are held

two times a week 90 minutes for every class during a two year period 50 students

were observed in this way and the total number of registered to be errors was 658

the analysis of all the errors demonstrated only five typical ones

I11 the most frequent error 59 of all the errors registered was omitting to be

inin affirmative interrogative and negative sentences inin the present tense where using to

be is obligatory in english the cause isis surely due to interference from LLI1 where the

linking verb isis most often not used inin such cases

2 the second most typical error 22 was breaking the word order in negative
and interrogative sentences with to be so that sentences like where he isis now or

thethey not were present yesterday could be frequently observed here again is a clear

cut case of LIll11 influence such structures are used in russianukrainianRussian Ukrainian

3 the third 9 was using isis for all subjects inin the present tense singular and

plural indiscriminately most often instead of are but not infrequently instead of
11am it may also be LLII1 interference based since russianukrainianRussian Ukrainian has only one form

of the linking verb for all the singular and plural persons inin the present tense

4 the fourth most frequent error 5 could be ascribed only to intra target lanianan

guage influence independent of LIll11 influence the use of was instead of were inin the

past tense plural the cause could be false analogy with other english verbs not chang-

ing their form in past plural as compared to past singular
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5 the final type 4 was the overuse of to be when producing sentences
like 1I am stay at home every sunday it is most probably a case of over generaliza-

tion when learners anxious not to omit to be prefer to overuse it

the observation and error categorization demonstrated that LIll11 differences were the

principal cause of errors in using the english verb to be while speaking this differ-

ence was fully responsible for 81 of errors cases I11 and 2 above and at least partial-

ly responsible for 9 more case 3

in the second phase of the study students were asked to explore on the basis of

examples the use of to be inin english in comparison with the use of a corresponding

linking verb in russian or ukrainian with concentrated attention on areas of differ

encesances after that they were to do six specific error correction exercises in written

form all the exercisesexercises were collections of sentences 10 12 in every exercise each

containing an error in using to be as a linking verb for instances sentences like they
not are friends the students task was to find the errors correct them and explain the

corrections from the point of view of the rules of english as opposed to the rules of

ukrainian russian all the other learningteaming activities directed at developing to be in

speaking were standard including role plays where the content matter required use of
to be as a linking verb

four groups of students of the first year of study at dnepropetrovsk state technical
university of railway transport were chosen for participation in the study with 10 stu-

dents in each group two of the groups were experimental experimental group I11 and

experimental group 2 EGIegl and eg2ega the others were control groups CGI and cg2
the students in all the groups were equalized as to their age 17 19 years old sex half

males and half females inin every group and starting level of proficiency inin english lower

intermediate level As to the level of starting proficiency in using to be in speaking a

preliminary check written and oral testing tasks showed it to be rather poor in all the four

groups with a great number of errors of the kind described above made by all students

in the experimental groups during the first three two hour classes from the beginning

of the study the teachinglearningteaching learning process was organized exactly as described above in

the control groups this organization was identical except there were no deliberate com

pariparlparisonsparnsonssons with the students LLII1 and second there were no error correction exercises to
preserve the volume of to be training intact they were replaced by six traditional form

focusing exercises such as filling in blanks with the required forms of to be etc

the fourth class period inin both groups was devoted to taking the first immediate

post test while the second delayed post test was held a month later with no special to

be training during that interval in both tests students first had to speak in pairs dia-

logic speaking in situations and on the topics described by the teacher and requiring fre
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nt using of to be after that every individual student had to prepare a short talk

in a situation and on the topic described by the teacher and requiring frequent using

to be naturally situations and topics for speaking in test I11 and test 2 were differ

during testing the teacher registered all the errors made by students when using

be inin speaking

the results of registering are shown inin table 1 all the registered errors in the table

divided into two categories typical errors for the five types given above and the

ers errors that are not typical

table 1

number of errors inin using to be made by students of experimental

and control groups in their speaking during tests I11 and 2

i group EGIegl eg2ega CGI cg2

number of typical errors 8 6 19 18

est I11 number of the other errors 0 1 1 0

mean number of errors per 0.80808 0.70707 2.02020 1.81818

one student

group EGIegl eg2ega CGI cg2

number of typical errors 6 6 22 14
I1

rest 2 number of the other errors 0 0 0 1

mean number of errors per 0.60606og 0.60606og 2.22222 1.51515

one student

it can be seen from the table that both in immediate and delayed testing the students

f the experimental groups demonstrated two or even three times better results as to

ccuracyaccuracy of using to be while speaking than the students of control groups

A logical conclusion from the above isis that the suggested critical language aware

less raising technique proved to be very effective in eliminating those errors that were

lue to LI interference and in improving students accuracy when speaking english at
he same time the very fact that this technique based on interlingual comparison does

liminate such errors lends support to the idea that the LI isis really their source of ori-

gintin and therefore it supports the necessity of developing EFLEEL learners critical language

awarenessiwarenessiwareness no damaging effect on speaking fluency development was observed
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study 2 methods results discussion
systemic critical language awareness as a

means of increasing accuracy

the second study2studymstudy
n

had the same aim as study 1 to find out what influence critical

language awareness exerts on accuracy and fluency in EFL the mainmalnmainmaln difference from

the first study was its systemic approach the first study was carried out using a single

phenomenon of english the verb to be as a linking verb in relative isolation from

other phenomena but the grammar of any language isis a system of a number of subsys

tems and galpennsgalperinsgalperinaGalgaiperinspenns theory of language consciousnessconsciousness asserts that target language con

scsciousnesssciousioulou ness rairalraisingsing critical language awareness ralrairaisingsing isis most effective when it isis done

systemically iiee when interlingual comparisons of grammar sysystemssteins or subsystems are

made and not when we simply contrast separate grammatical phenomena

for testing the effect of such systemic critical language awareness raising the pas-

sive voice of the english verb inin all its systemic tense aspect voice manifestations was

chosen first because it isis a good example of a grammatical system subsystem and

second because the tense aspect voice system of the english verb especially its passive

voice isis the most difficult area of english grammar for russian ukraiukrainukramianUkramiannian speaking

learners and a source of numerous and serious errors that often make what students say

in english almost incomprehensible and prevent them from comprehending what they

read or hear the difficulties arisearise from the great systemic differences of russian
ukrainian and english verb systems

the study was organized in four groups of the first year students at dnepropetrovsk
state technical university of railway transport two experimental egaeg3 and eg4ega and

two control groups cg3 and cg4 all the groups were equalized in the same way as

inin study 1 and study 2 itself was carriedearned out over a period of three weeks sixsix classes

during the first class students in the experimental groups explored the passive voice
of the english verb as a part of the whole tense aspect voicevolcevoicevolce verb system in comparison
and opposition to the russian tentensese aspect voicevolce verb system accentuating the areas of

differences and finding out how these differences are viewed from the point of viewview of

english language consciousnessconsciousness in opposition to russian language consciousness
in full accordance with the recommendations made by kabanovakazanovaKabanova & galperin 1972

such an exploration was followed by a specific target language consciousness raising
activity students were given a number of variousvarious sentences inin russian with a request

2f this study was carried out in cooperation with a teacher from the foreign language department
of dnepropetrovsk state technical university of railway transport nina Marmarochkmamarochkinaochkina the lat

ter being responsible for teaching inin experimental and control groups
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to say and explain why from the point of view of english language consciousness what

tense aspect and voicevolcevoicevolce of the verb predicate should be used if those sentences were to

be translated into english all these activities took somewhat more than half of the first

class the other half and the following three classes were devoted to learning activities

of communication oriented nature speaking reading listening

in the control groups the LIll11 grammatical system was not inin any way involved

there was no systemic approach either as during the first class only the simple present

past and future passive voicevolcevoicevolce was discussed in the second class attention was focused

on the progressive aspect with no attempt made to help students see the entire underly-

ing system and compare it to their LI system etc all the other activities inin the control

groups were the same as inin the experimental groups

in the fifth class period the students both in the experimental and control groups had

to take a test for checking their accuracy in using english verb passive voicevolcevoicevolce and in gen-

eral their command of that grammatical structure As the test was to check only the

accuracy and nothing else formal grammatical tasks were used the first task was a

multiple choice one there were blanks to be filled in with appropriate forms of the

verb predicate in seven sentences one blank per sentence each form to be chosen out

of four alternatives the second task was similar but more difficult in sixsix sentences the

blanks were also to be filled inin by appropriate forms of the verb predicate the students

were given the verb predicates in the infinitive and had to transform them into the gram-

matical forms required by the sense and structure of the entire sentences in the third

task four sentences inin the active voice were to be transformed into the passive voicevolcevoicevolce sen-

tences in the fourth task in contrast four sentences inin the passive voicevolcevoicevolce were to be

transformed into the active voicevolcevoicevolce sentences the results of testing four tasks are given

in table 2

table 2

results of doing four test tasks inin experimental and control groups
mean figures for every group

T

test task task I11 task 2 task 3 task 4 total
correct correct correct correct correct

group responses responses responses responses responses
out of 7 out of 6 out of 4 out of 4 out of 21

eg3ieg3egg 568005680.0568005.65656 80080080.0 4981.649816 3793.53793537935 369003690.03.63636 goo90090.0900 17.8178178 84784.7847
eg4ega 628856288.5628856.26262 88588588.5 477834778.3477834.74747 78378378.3 338253382.5338253.33333 82582582.5 328003280.0328003.23232 80080080.0 17.4174174 82882.8828
cg3 385423854.2385423.83838 54254254.2 264332643.3264332.62626 43343343.3 061500615.00.60606og 15015.0150 0410.004100 7435.27435274352

cg4 3347.13347133471 1931.619316 0307.50307503075 071750717.5071750.70707 17517517.5 6229.562295622956.26262 29529529.5
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the differences inm test results between the experimental and control groups as can

be seen from table 2 were quite striking and all the more so the more difficult the test

task was

therefore the second study again demonstrated the usefulness of developing stu-

dents critical target language awareness inin EFL it proved that the suggested systemic

critical language awareness rairalraisingsing technique had tgreatly improved students target lan-

guage accuracy this improvement in accuracy was even more impressive most prob-

ably thanks to the use of systemic approach than inin study 1

but it was also necessary to find out whether the suggested technique could inin any

way impede the development of learners fluency inin english for that purpose one more

battery of tests was administered in the final sixth class to find out what level of skills

in reading listening and speaking had been reached by the students of experimental and

control groups

the first test inin the battery of three was aimed at reading skills the students were

given a short text 300 words on the topic of international economic cooperation it was

the topic of communication inin this study and had to render in writing its content as fully

as possible in their LLII1 russian comprehension was evaluated according to how many
1 units of information from the text were rendered there were 14 units of information

inin the text

the next listening test was designed in a similar way students listened to a 300

word tape recorded text on international economiceconomic cooperation with the greater part of

verb predicates inin the text in the passive voicevolcevoicevolce forms the students had to render inm

russian in writing the information they heard the comprehension was evaluated by

the number of units of information out of nine that the students had correctly rendered

the final test was devoted to speaking skills every student had to give a talk with

no limitations as to time and volume of speaking expressing herhisherdis views thoughts

and opinions on the subject of international economic cooperation to increaseincrease objec-

tivity students talked inin turns addressing independent assessors

the results of all the three tests are given inin table 3 group mean figures the data

in the table make the advantage in development of communicative skills of students

from eg3ega and eg4ega sufficiently visible the qualitative analysis of students written

work inin reading and listening tests and interviews with the assessors demonstrated that

a students from eg3ega and eg4ega were always substantially better than students from cg3
and cg4 in accuracy as they did not have any problems in understanding while reading

or listening to sentences where the passive voice was used and they also freely and

practically without errors used the passive voicevolcevoicevolce inin their own speaking b students from

eg3ega and eg4ega were better than students from cg3 and cg4 in fluency volume logical
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cohesiveness of speaking richness and variety of their talks and comprehending the

content of what they read and listened to

table 3

results of testing students communicative skills reading listening speaking
in experimental and control groups mean figures for every group

reading test listening test speaking test

units of information units of information1 aftnft Irkationnation mean grade mean grade

correctly correctly with 5 with 5

group comprehended and comprehended and as top grade as top grade

rendered out of 14 rendered out of 9 assessor 1 assessor 2

eg3ega 13.5135135 96496.4964 859448.5944859448.58585 944 4.54545 4.54545

eg4ega 136136971971 8897.788977 4.54545 47
cg3cjjcaj 11711.711711783511783.511783583583583.5 6673.36673366733 3.93939 40
cg5 10.7107107 764 667336673.3667336.66666gg 73373373.3 3.63636 3.73737

conclusion

two studies carried out to research the effect of critical language awarenesss ssralrairalraisingsing

when teaching english as a foreign language to ukrainian russian speaking universi-
ty students learningleaming english in ukraine permit us to draw two conclusions as follows

1 developing students critical target language awareness has a great positive
effect on increasing their grammatical accuracy in speaking reading and listening in

english and also in taking grammar tests

2 this awareness and techniques developing it have no negative effect on stu-

dents communicative skill development on the contrary their effect may be consid-
ered as quite positive and beneficial for acquiring communicative skills since increased

accuracy improves fluency as well as comprehension
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